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Abstract. With the measureless, huge and rapid data exchange in network 

environments and increasing the attackers capabilities, quantity and quality of 

violations in cyberspace, information security has become the most important 

process for data storage and communication. Reliability of traditional methods 

for ensuring confidentiality is questionable, taking into account contemporary 

threats. Thereby, search of alternative methods and means for security is urgent 

issue. Significant interest causes quantum cryptography, which do not depend 

on computing or other capabilities of intruder, uses specific unique properties of 

quantum particles, and based on the inviolability of quantum physics laws. One 

of the most advanced quantum cryptography technology is quantum secure 

direct communication, which can transmit information directly by open 

channel, but it has only asymptotic security to non-coherent attacks and, 

certainly requires some methods for security amplification. In this regard, high-

speed privaсy amplification method for quantum cryptography protocols was 

developed. To evaluate the effectiveness of this method was developed a 

methodology for experimental research, under which comparing of its 

performance with known method was made. According to the obtained results, 

the proposed method has a speed faster against analogs at the same level of 

security against non-coherent attacks. 

Keywords: Information and Communication Technologies, Information 

Security, Quantum Cryptography, Quantum Secure Direct Communication, 

Qutrit, Deterministic Protocol, Security Amplification. 

1. Introduction 

Today urgency of the cybersecurity problem is beyond any doubt – every day each 

citizen is faced with necessity to use information and communication technologies 
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(ІCT) – from using social networks and posting information about personal data online 

to using ATMs, bank accounts etc. In this regard, the issue of ensuring confidentiality in 

conditions of growthing quantity and quality of violations in cyberspace acutely raises. 

Th cyberspace constantly improved and developed along with technologies which in 

turn, complicates the process of identifying, analyzing and combating them. Reliability 

of traditional methods to ensure the confidentiality, which is usually provided by means 

of symmetric (secret key cryptography) [15] and/or asymmetric (public key cryptography) 

methods, pose a challenge taking into account modern threat. For symmetric methods is 

typical problem of secret keys distribution and asymmetric methods solve mentioned 

problem but these methods are slow and need significant computing resources 

[5, 6, 8, 10, 13]. Moreover, security of traditional cryptosystems depends on the 

computing capabilities of intruder and based on hypothetical inability to solve a certain 

class of mathematical problems in polynomial time – factorization and logarithmation in 

discrete fields of large size etc (exluding post-quantum cryptosystems). However, this 

hypothesis can be refuted by using, for example, many qubits quantum computers (D-

Wave 2X), GRID-technologies, HPC and other modern ICT [6, 8, 9, 13]. 

Considering all of the aforesaid, quantum cryptography (QC) causes great interest, it 

is independent from computing power of intruder, uses specific unique properties of 

quantum particles, and based on the inviolability of the quantum physics laws. Main 

advantages of QC methods are possibility of the accurate intruder detection and 

providing, in some cases, theoretical-information security. At present these methods 

and systems have passed a difficult way from theoretical assumptions and laboratory 

experiments to full commercial decisions [5, 6, 8, 13]. 

The most highly developed QC technology is quantum key distribution [5, 7] and 

other important direction is quantum secure direct communication (QSDC), which 

can transmit information directly by open channel (without its encryption – the 

problem of key distribution is neutralized). Today exists large number of QSDC 

methods [1, 5, 6, 13, 14], which are based on different quantum technologies and can 

be used for secure information transfering (using qubits or qudits), and also for 

cryptographic keys distribution. 

Requirements for QSDC protocols security is considerably higher than for quantum 

key distribution protocols, because in QSDC protocols every bit of information is 

confidential and shouldn’t be intercepted by eavesdropper. Thus, although QSDC 

protocols completely eliminates the problem of secret cryptographic keys distribution, 

these have only asymptotic security from non-coherent attacks [12] and certainly 

require security amplification methods [13, 14]. Since the probability to detect this 

attack after a single eavesdropping control is less than “1” for all known QSDC 

protocols, and errors in eavesdropping control mode will be created not only by 

attack, but also by natural noise in quantum communication channel, it follows that it 

is necessary to perform a certain amount of rounds of eavesdropping control before it 

can confidently detect an attack. As far as both modes (eavespropping control an 

message sending) should necessarily be alternated randomly, a certain amount of 

information can be intercepted by eavesdropper [6, 13]. Obviously that its necessary 

to apply additional procedures and methods to enhance security. In [13, 14] known 

privacy amplification methods (PAM) for QSDC protocols is described, but this 

method uses procedures that significantly slow down protocol work, as far as it is 

necessary to apply reverse hashing using reversible ternary matrices. Generating of 



such matrices requires more time and resource costs (significant number of 

mathematical transformations over the Galois field). 

From the perspective of information capacity the most effective methods are those 

that are use trit quantum systems. Due to relative natural-logarithmic information 

density (Fig. 1), which is described by function 

ln ( ) ln
( ) ,

y a a
Y a

a a
   

where a is radix, it follows that system with base equal to the base of natural logarithms 

(i.e. is equal to e) has the highest information density. For fixed-point representation 

system it’s ternary system [2], in the case of quantum systems it’s three-level 

quantum system named qutrits.  

 
Fig. 1. Relative natural-logarithmic information density 

The purpose of this paper is developing a high-speed PAM for QC protocols using 

pairs of entangled qutrits and conducting experimental research to evaluate its 

effectiveness. 

2. New Privacy Amplification Method Development 

Assume it’s necessary to send message 
nA V  by QSDC protocol (using both PAM), 

where  0,1,2
n

nV  , n r l  , r N  is data block size, and l N  is amount of data 

blocks. To compare the speed of messages A  transmission by QSDC protocol (with 

switching frequency q ) were evaluated runtime of each specific stage. To evaluate 

the runtime of each phase following designations was used: 
genV

 
are trit sequences 

generating speed; 
kvV  and 

klV  are trit sequences transfer speed by quantum and 

classical channels respectively; 
xV

 
is execution speed for arithmetic operations in the 

(3)GF  field.  



Consider proposed high-speed PAM for QC protocols (Fig. 2) [5, 12, 14], will assume 

that Alice and Bob are legitimate users, Eve is eavesdropper.  
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Fig. 2. Scheme of PAM for QSDC protocol realization 

In accordance to scheme described on Fig. 2, Alice sends message A  to Bob using 

following Phases: 

Phase 1. Alice processes secret message 
nA V  (  0,1,2

n

nV  , n N ) with trit 

symmetric transformation function enc

skaF :  ,enc

skaB F A K , where K  is secret 

parameter, 
kK V , k N , ,k n  

enc

skaF  is symmetric transformation function, 

:enc

ska n nF V V , B  is transformed secret message 
nB V . 

Phase 2. Alice calculates hash code of the message B :  hfH F B , where hfF  is trit 

hash function, :hf n hF V V , h N , h n , H  is hash code of the message B , 

hH V . 

Phase 3. Alice transformes hash code H  with asymmetric transformation function 
enc

akaF  using Bob’s open secret parameter:  ,enc B

aka opJ F H K , where 
B

opK  is Bob’s 

open secret parameter, 
B

op pK V , p N , enc

akaF  is asymmetric transformation 

function, :enc

aka h oF V V , o N , J  is transformed hash code H , 
oJ V . 

Phase 4. Alice forms final message 
n oC V   for transmitting it to Bob:  ,C B J , 

where 
nB V , 

oJ V . 

Phase 5. Occurs message C  transmission by quantum channel using QSDC 

protocols from Alice to Bob. Even if Eve intercept part of the message C  and still be 

not detected, then, not knowing the secret parameter K , she can not restore the 

original message A . It should be noted, that Alice and Bob can previously choose 



such a value of switching frequency q  between modes of QSDC protocols (from 

message transmission mode to eavespropping control mode), with which the 

probability of Eve’s successful attack would be insignificant. 

Phase 6. Bob gets message 
n oC V 

  and portion 
nB V , 

oJ V
 
and 

oJ V . 

Phase 7. Bob calculates hash code of the message  : hsB H F B   :  hsH F B  , 

where 
hfF  is trit hash function, :hf n hF V V , H   is hash code of the message B  , 

hH V . 

Phase 8. Bob performs inverse hash code transformation H   by asymmetric 

transformation function dec

akaF  using his private secret parameter:  ,dec B

aka clH F J K  , 

where B

clK  is Bob’s private parameter, 
B

cl pK V , dec

akaF  is asymmetric function of 

inverse transformation, :dec

aka o hF V V . 

Phase 9. Bob compares andH H   and H  . If H H   it means that message was 

modified during transmission. Immediately assumed that Eve interfered in 

communication session. So Bob and Alice interrupted session. Acording to non-

cloning theorem, eavesdropper can not make an exact copy of quantum systems, 

which are transmitted by communication channel, to conduct measurements over a 

copy and send the original to legitimate user, without making measurements of it. 

This forces intruder to measure state of the quantum systems, which are transmitted 

(or entangle them with their quantum samples) that, according to postulate of 

measurement, causes change of their conditions (in such case B B   and H H  ). 

If H H   it means that there was no Eve interference and B B  . 

Phase 10. Bob informs Alice that during message transmission was no unauthorized 

access. Alice in turn by open communication channel sends to Bob secret 

parameter K . 

Phase 11. Bob recovers secret message A  processes trit symmetrical reverse 

transformation function dec

skaF :  ,dec

skaA F B K , dec

skaF  is symmetrical reverse 

transformation function, :dec

ska n nF V V . 

As symmetric functions of transformation and reverse transformation can be used or 

trit block or stream transformation (however, these procedures are not encryption, as 

far as K  transmitted by open channel to establish the legitimacy of the user, which is 

not conform to the principles of cryptography where key is secret parameter and it 

doesn’t transmit using open channel). Note that in such construction of QSDC 

protocols, switching frequency q  between modes of their work can be reduced to a 

minimum (from recommended value 0.5 to 0.05, based on the assumption that 

additional security procedures and functions were implemented), at the same time will 

increase speed of protocols and and Eve still be detected (on phases 5 and 9).  

To study the proposed PAM for QSDC protocols [4] was developed experimental 

methodology, according to which were made performances comparison with existing 

PAM [13, 14]. Both methods are using for deterministic protocols with pairs of 

entangled qutrits. 



In Table 1 presented basic stages of QSDC protocols with application of different 

PAMs (known [13, 14] and proposed, concept and short review of the method 

developed by the authors in [4]) and the time of their performance.  
Table 1. Evaluation of QSDC protocol stages runtime (comparative analisys) 

№ 
Known method Proposed method 

Operation Runtime Operation Runtime 
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l r r
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Presented in Table 2 formalized operations will be used for experimental study to 

estimate the speed of known and proposed PAMs. 

3. Exprimental Study of Proposed Method and Discussion 

Proposed technique for experiments 

To study the performance of mentioned methods seven experiments with different 

parameters r , l , q , genV , 
kvV , 

klV  and 
xV  were conducted. 

Experiments purpose is investigate the efficiency of the developed method in 

comparison with known and verify its adequacy.  

Input parameters: trit sequences generating speed ( )genV , speed of trit sequences 

transfer by quantum channel ( )kvV , speed of trit sequences transfer by classic channel 

( )klV , execution speed for arithmetic operations in the field (3)GF ( )xV , data block size 

( )r , amount of data blocks ( )l , switching frequency to listening mode ( )q , known and 

proposed PAM for QC protocols, step size of changing for each parameter. 



Output parameters: gathered speed statistics for both methods depending on input 

parameters.  

Steps of experiments:  

1) Fixed basic system settings: trit sequences generating speed ( )genV , speed of trit 

sequences transfer by quantum channel ( )kvV , speed of trit sequences transfer by 

classic channel ( )klV , execution speed for arithmetic operations in the field (3)GF

( )xV , data block size ( ),r  amount of data blocks ( )l , switching frequency ( )q ;  

2) Next step is simulated performance of all phases of QSDC protocol by using 

developed software;  

3) Collected statistics is used to analyze effectiveness of the proposed method for 

ensuring the security of QC protocols. 

Selecting a step of changing: changing r from 4 to 100 (in increments 4). Changing 

protocols speed ( genV , kvV , klV  and xV ) from 103 to 105. 

Study and discussion 

Experiment 1. Let 610x klV V  , 
410genV  , 310kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for known 

method of ensuring security of QSDC protocols and 0.05q   for proposed method. 

Probability of switching into eavesdropping control mode for proposed method can be 

reduced to a minimum – from recommended value 0.5 to 0.05. 

Fig. 3 shows the results of experiment 1 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different PAM. 

 
Fig. 3. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 1) 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 1.52 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). 

Moreover, with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more 

significant. For example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is 

higher in 4.4 times. 

Experiment 2. Let 
510x klV V  , 

410genV  , 
310kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for known 

privaсy amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed method.  

Fig. 4 shows the results of experiment 2 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 



 
Fig. 4. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 2) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 1.86 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). 

Moreover, with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more 

significant. For example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is 

higher in 14.5 times. 

Experiment 3. Let 
510x kl genV V V   , 

310kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for known 

privaсy amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed method. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of experiment 3 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 

 
Fig. 5. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 3) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 1.84 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). Moreover, 

with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more significant. For 

example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is higher in 15.21 times. 

Experiment 4. Let 
510x kl genV V V   , 

410kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for known 

privaсy amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed method. 

Fig. 6 shows the results of experiment 4 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 



 
Fig. 6. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 4) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 3.73 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). Moreover, 

with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more significant. For 

example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is higher in 73.29 times. 

Experiment 5. Let x kl genV V V   510kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for known privaсy 

amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed method.  

Fig. 7 shows the results of experiment 5 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 

 
Fig. 7. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 5) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 5.45 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). 

Moreover, with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more 

significant. For example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is 

higher in 125.53 times. 

Experiment 6. Let 
610xV  , 

510klV  , 
410genV  , 

310kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for 

known privaсy amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed method.  

Fig. 8 shows the results of experiment 6 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 



 
Fig. 8. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 6) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 1.55 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). 

Moreover, with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more 

significant. For example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is 

higher in 4.18 times. 

Experiment 7. Let 
510xV  , 

610klV  , 
410genV  , 

310kvV  , 1000l  , 0.5q   for 

known privaсy amplification method of QSDC protocols, 0.05q   for proposed 

method.  

Fig. 9 shows the results of experiment 7 to compare QSDC protocol performance for 

different methods of ensuring its security. 

 
Fig. 9. QSCD protocol speed characteristics comparison (results of experiment 7) 

 

According to experimental results, speed of QSDC protocol with the proposed PAM 

at least in 1.83 time is higher than speed of the known method (for 4r  ). 

Moreover, with increasing r  performance improvements would be even more 

significant. For example, when 20r   performance of the proposed method is 

higher in 14.39 times. 

As can be seen from the above, according to experimental results, speed of QSDC 

protocol with the proposed PAM at least in 1.52 time is higher than the speed of the 

known method (Fig. 10).  



 
Fig. 10. Comparative analysis of efficiency for QSCD protocols with different PAMs for 4r   
 

However, it should be noted that these results were obtained for 4r  . In the 

paper [4] mentioned, that legitimate users can choose the protocol parameters (block 

size r , switching probability to control listening mode q  and other parameters) in a 

way that probability of Eve’s successful non-coherent attack after transmission one 

block size r  was negligibly small value. Can be concluded, that for effective use of 

known and proposed PAM for QC protocols recommended size is 20r  , in that case 

the speed of the proposed method at least higher in 4.4 times. 

4. Conclusions 

Advanced many qubits quantum computers are threats for traditional cryptosystems 

(exluding post-quantum systems) and using of QC is alternative for some security tasks 

solving (intruder detection, theoretical-information security providing in some cases etc). 

But through it all QC has some actual probles devoted to high speed and security providing. 

In this study high-speed PAM for deterministic QC protocols was developed. It allows to 

minimize the amount of switching between protocol modes (message transmission and 

eavesdropping control), and increase protocol speed at least in 1.52 time, while 

maintaining the security against non-coherent attacks. It is achieved by use of quantum 

integrity checking function and trit symmetric function, that are developed in this method.  

Also in the study simulation of QSDC protocol work with proposed and known PAMs for 

QC protocols to non-coherent attacks was conducted, which confirmed the adequacy of 

the proposed method and its ability to use for privacy amplification of deterministic QC 

protocols using pairs of entangled qutrits. According to given results, speed of QSDC 

protocol with the proposed PAM is higher (when 4r  ) than the speed of the known 

method, but as far as in QC recommended size is 20r  , in that case the speed of the 

proposed method is higher at least in 4.4 times.  

From viewpoint of limitations, for effective practical application of the developed method 

is necessary to use existing (for example [3, 11]) cryptographically secure generators of 

pseudorandom sequence or develop new, which would satisfy the relevant requirements 

including the generation of ternary sequences.  
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